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A history of Rangers goalies through the ages! New York Rangers fans have always loved their

goaltenders and, throughout their history, the Blueshirts have been blessed with some of the

very best in the game. Through the first nine-plus decades of their existence, eighty-eight men

from Canada, the United States, and Europe have toiled between the pipes at Madison Square

Garden. They all shared the same responsibility, yet each brought their own style, personality,

character, and idiosyncrasies to the position and provided unique memories for those of us

who watched them.In Guardians of the Goal, each one of these brave men is discussed in

chronological order, while providing an overview of their era and the general managers and

coaches they played for. Such players highlighted in this book include:· Mike Richter· Ed

Giacomin· John Vanbiesbrouck· Henrik Lundqvist· Davey Kerr· And many more.Regardless of

whether they were a franchise goalie, a flash in the pan, or an emergency fill-in, each of these

“Lone Rangers,” or as Steve Baker once called them, “The few, the proud, and the very busy,”

have one thing in common: they all tried their best to keep that little one-inch by three-inch

piece of frozen, vulcanized rubber out of the gaping twenty-four square foot chasm behind

them. Some were more successful than others, but as you will see, although they may

occasionally “steal” a game, in most cases a goaltender is only as good as the team in front of

him.Guardians of the Goal is just that: an ode to those Blueshirts who laid it out night in and

night out, leaving it all out on the ice for our Rangers.
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This book is dedicated to all the past, present, and future goaltenders of the New York

Rangers, and to all of us who wished we could have joined their ranks even for just the

pregame warmup.
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FOREWORD BYSTAN FISCHLERAbout Goalies and MeGoalies have captured my attention

since I was a little guy.The year was 1939. I was nine years old and had seen my first hockey



game at the old Madison Square Garden, no relation to the current “World’s Most Famous

Arena.”In those days, The Garden was situated on Manhattan’s Eighth Avenue between 49th

and 50th Street. You could get all the hockey you ever wanted from that MSG.We had two

National Hockey League teams then—the Rangers and New York Americans—as well as the

New York Rovers and four Metropolitan League teams.On a typical winter Sunday, you could

catch the Met League game at 1:30, followed by the Rovers playing in the Eastern Amateur

Hockey League at 3:30.If that wasn’t enough puck-watching, there was the Ranger—or Amerks

—game at 8:30; which meant you had enough time to down spaghetti and meatballs for half a

buck at Buitoni’s down Eighth Avenue.My love of goaltending first paid off handsomely the day

after my first game at the Garden. I was attending P.S. 54 in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, and was

asked by my third-grade teacher, Mrs. Gould, to pick a subject for the traditional “Show and

Tell” exercise.Since I remembered how much the goaltenders had fascinated me the day

before, I got before the class and demonstrated a kick save, a catch with the big goalie mitt,

and a few other action episodes in the crease.For my efforts, Mrs. Gould gave me an “A” and

that endeared me to her—and hockey—for life.Not surprisingly, goalies became a fascinating

subject for me through the years—especially those who played for the Rangers.At the start,

there was Davey Kerr who helped the Blueshirts to their third Stanley Cup and Earl Robertson

followed by Charlie Rayner guarding the Amerks’ twines.Wartime hockey was tough on every

NHL team but especially the Rangers, who lost Sugar Jim Henry to the armed forces after he

paced the Blueshirts to first place in the 1941–42 campaign.During the war years, we were

treated to the likes of Steve Buzinski, Ken “Tubby” McAuley, Doug Stevenson, and others who

tasted a cup of coffee and then disappeared into the Goalie Netherland.After the war—and the

beloved Amerks had disappeared—“Bonnie Prince Charlie” Rayner took over and he became

one of the most beloved Blueshirts of all time. Chuck couldn’t bring the Rangers a Cup in 1950,

but came within a save of doing so.I knew and loved Charlie and was able to get close to him

since I then had become vice-president of the Rangers Fan Club. In his last season, Rayner

mentored young Lorne Worsley who would win the Calder Trophy and then have the distinction

of being demoted to the minors.Don’t ask me why; I still don’t know.Johnny “China Wall” Bower

followed and posted a 2.60 goals-against average; that the Rangers just missed a playoff berth

was not his fault. Trouble was, he, too, got the hook when Worsley returned.That was in 1954–

55, the season I went to work for the Rangers in publicity en route to a lifetime watching hockey

without having to purchase a ticket.We had Worsley—now known all over the hockey world as

“Gump” because he resembled comic book character Andy Gump (from The Gumps)—and

what a character he turned out to be.Gump’s problem was his coach, Phil Watson—a very

dislikable character behind the bench or not—since they never could stand each other’s

presence.Watson eventually brought up fellow French-Canadian Marcel Paille who impressed

me two ways:1.Despite his many moves in the crease, not one hair on his head ever

moved;2.The ultimate standup goalie, Paille considered it sinful to ever drop to the ice to make

a save.I saw them all—Mike Richter, a personal favorite since he visited my ailing son, Simon,

in the hospital while he was awaiting a new heart via transplant—but loved one more than any

other.Before joining the Rangers Fan Club, I had been a Maple Leafs fan and when they won

the Stanley Cup in 1951, Al Rollins shared the champagne—and the Vezina Trophy—with Turk

Broda.I was nuts about Rollins. I remembered him as a Rangers farmhand with the Rovers

when everyone called him “Allie,” and I was tickled when he was signed by the Blueshirts

during the 1959–60 season when he was thirty-three.A friend of mine and I took Rollins to

dinner and we just had a whale of a time talking hockey left and right. Al had looked good even

at that advanced age.Then something strange happened. Uncle Sam won a gold medal at



Squaw Valley with Jack McCartan in goal. Next thing I knew the Rangers signed him to a

contract and that was the end of my buddy Rollins’s career in New York.As you must have

figured by now, I could go on and on about Rangers netminders right up to the King himself,

Henrik Lundqvist.But if that had happened, I’d be writing this book and not my buddy

George.I’d better stop now and point you in the direction of the chap who put his heart, soul,

mind, and computer into this most worthy contribution to hockey—and Rangers and

goaltending—history.P.S. I thought I’d let you know in passing that I liked them better without a

mask!—Stan Fischler, 2018, Kibbutz El Rom, Israel

PrefaceRangers fans have always loved their goaltenders and, throughout their history, the

club has been blessed with some of the very best in the game. Through the first nine-plus

decades of their existence, eighty-eight men from Canada, the United States, and six

European countries have toiled between the pipes for the Blueshirts. They all shared the same

responsibility, yet each brought their own style, personality, character, and idiosyncrasies to the

position and provided unique memories for those of us watching them.This book profiles each

one of these brave “Guardians of the Goal” in chronological order, as well as providing an

overview of their era and the general managers and coaches they played for. This link between

the goalies and team management is important because both need the other to succeed. A

coach and GM cannot win without a competent goaltender, and the poor guy in net will not

have a chance if he is the last line of defense behind a non-competitive, disorganized team. It

also helps to explain why many of these netminders achieved fame and glory before or after

they passed through the Rangers’ crease during what might have been a rough patch in

franchise history.Guardians of the Goal highlights the careers of eight “franchise goaltenders”:

Davey Kerr, Chuck Rayner, Gump Worsley, Ed Giacomin, John Davidson, John Vanbiesbrouck,

Mike Richter, and Henrik Lundqvist, who were each uniquely identified with the Rangers and

set the standard for those that followed.The book also looks at the practice and emergency

goaltenders who bravely and often anonymously served the team during the early decades, as

well as the many rule changes that have affected goalies. We also look at the young

netminders who are in the Rangers’ pipeline and evaluate their chances of moving up to the big

stage of Madison Square Garden.Regardless of whether they were a franchise goalie, a flash

in the pan, or an emergency fill-in, each of these “Lone Rangers,” or as Steve Baker once

called them, “The few, the proud, and the very busy,” have one thing in common: They all tried

their best to keep that little one-inch by three-inch piece of frozen, vulcanized rubber out of the

gaping twenty-four-square-foot chasm behind them. Some were more successful than others

but, as you will see, although they may occasionally “steal” a game, in most cases a goaltender

is only as good as the team in front of him.

Introduction“Goalies should have hard skulls, quick hands and the skin of a rhinoceros. The

hard skulls and quick hands will take care of the flying pucks while the thick skin will defy the

slings and arrows of critical coaches and customers.”—Lorne “Gump” WorsleyGoaltending is a

thankless profession. The men in the nets rarely get credit for a win but are very often blamed

for a loss. It’s also a very stressful and dangerous position. Hall of Famer Glenn Hall, who was

known to become physically ill before every game, once said, “Our first priority was staying

alive. Our second was stopping the puck.”Over the years, many very good goaltenders have

had to either retire or take a season off in the prime of their careers due to what was once

called “nervous exhaustion.” Part of that stress was because they were sitting ducks in a

shooting gallery. With shots coming at them at speeds of more than 100 miles per hour and



early equipment providing minimal protection, severe injuries were quite common. But today,

with better protection, goaltenders might not dread injury as much as their predecessors.

However, there is still the fear of allowing a goal that changes the outcome of a game, letting

down their teammates, or hearing about it from the crowd. As Jacques Plante once

complained, “How would you like it in your job if every time you made a small mistake, a red

light went on over your desk and 15,000 people stood up and yelled at you?”Rangers

goaltenders have historically faced a lot of pressure, as well as a lot of shots (due to the fact

that for many years the Blueshirts just weren’t a very competitive team). The franchise got off

to a great start, winning a Stanley Cup in only their second season and adding two more in the

next twelve years. But then came World War II, when Lester Patrick’s poor decisions put the

franchise in a hole which took years to dig out of. Those years included a long stretch in which

it seemed that team management was not truly committed to winning or to acquiring the kind of

players that could take the team to the next level; that of being competitive every season

instead of just once or twice every decade. In fact, during a twenty-five-year span, from 1942 to

1967, when there were only six teams in the league and four of them made the playoffs, the

Rangers still only managed to reach the postseason seven times. Even after going all the way

to the Stanley Cup Finals in 1950, they regressed and missed the playoffs for the next five

seasons. That all changed in the mid-1960s when Emile Francis restored pride and

respectability to the franchise and presided over one of the most successful eras in team

history. They didn’t win a Cup, but they qualified for the playoffs in nine consecutive

seasons.Since then the Rangers have burned through seven general managers and twenty-

two coaches, producing mostly competitive squads culminating in a Stanley Cup victory in

1994. In the quarter-century since that most recent highlight, there have been dry spells for

sure, but none of which could or should have been blamed on their goaltender. From top

management to the players, each one of those failures was a team effort.
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Hallauthor, “Wonderful Attention To Detail. Another terrific work from this author, rich in detail

with appropriate context. Only complaint is the quality of photos which are severely lacking.

That is the only factor keeping it from 5 stars.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent. This book is a great read if the like hockey, history, goalie

insite, Buy it!!!”

jeffrey b wollam, “great book. looks like a great book will read soon thanks”

Anthony Accordino, “It's A Kick Save And A Beauty Of A Book!. Author George Grimm has

done it again. On the heels of his critically acclaimed book, "We Did Everything But Win", the

story of the Emile Francis era New York Rangers, comes his latest work. "Guardians of The

Goal", is the most concise and comprehensive history ever written about the men who tended

goal for the storied original six franchise. Whether they played goal for one game or played 700

games, all eighty eight goalies who ever played for the Rangers are profiled. Lifetime statistics

are included. Even though Dave Dryden played one game for the Rangers his career stats are

there for you to study. The Franchise goalies are labeled throughout the book. Dave Kerr,

Chuck Rayner, Gump Worsley, Eddie Giacomin, John Davidson, John Vanbiesbrouck, Mike

Richter and lastly Henrik Lundqvist. Most Ranger fans who know their history will be familiar

with those names. Having said that, the fun part of the book is reading about lesser known

goalies who have worn the uniform, like Andy Aitkenhead, Bruce Gamble, Jack McCarten to

name a few. Also the Hall of fame goalies who made a short stop over like Terry Sawchuk,

Johnny Bower, Harry Lumley, and Jacques Plante. George Grimm has written a tour deforce

book on the history of New York Ranger goaltending and the first of its kind. I highly

recommend this book to all Ranger fans, but also hockey fans in general who appreciate the

games history.”

Jerry Hack: Author of "Memoir of a Hockey Nobody"., “A Must Read for Any Hockey Fan. This

book is unlike any I have ever read. It chronicles every (and I mean every) goalie who ever

donned the pads for the New York Rangers. An absolute wealth of information on one of the

NHL's most storied franchises. I am a Canucks fan but thoroughly enjoyed all the stories and

tidbits of Ranger goalie lore. I wish George could do the same for every NHL team, for I would



be in goalie heaven. Great read. Great book. Please George, may I have some more?Jerry

HackAuthor of "Memoir of a Hockey Nobody"”

The book by George Grimm has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 25 people have provided feedback.
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